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B I R T H D A Y S :  

 

7/10 - Andrew B. 

7/19 - Myron Y. 

7/30 - Starr H. 

 Lexington House has another member in the Transitional Employment Program - 

Amanda M. She has been a part-time employee on the first shift (20 hours a week) 

with Label Logic since June 8th.   

Amanda shared about her work experience: “Label Logic has been a blessing! They 

work with my disability, which is severe rheumatoid arthritis. My supervisor and 

other staff accommodate for me by lifting heavy label rolls. My supervisor constantly 

says, “You’re (me) doing a good job!” This is the first job I’ve ever worked where the 

atmosphere is 

always positive! I 

would like to 

thank the 

Clubhouse for 

making this job a 

reality.” 

 

- Amanda M. & 

Francis D. A Company with a Culture of Kindness 

 In May and June, Lexington House organized some socials. On Monday, May 
24th, Lexington House went to the Equine Barn at Hannah and Friends in South Bend, 
IN. Lexington House went there in two groups and each group learned the history of 
Hannah and Friends, and how all the horses arrived there. All of the horses there are 
there for “retirement” and are taken care of well by the staff at Hannah and Friends. 
 On Saturday, June 12th, a group from Lexington House went to the Rhapsody 
Festival in Elkhart, IN. It rained just before the group arrived, and it was hot and 
humid the whole time. The group walked around the festival once, waited for one 
colleague, and then walked around the opposite direction. Before leaving the 
Rhapsody Festival, a few of our colleagues purchased some bubble tea 
and lemonade, and then the group sat for a few minutes. 
After the refreshments, the group went home. 
 These socials were fun and interesting. Whether we 
learned about an amazing place or just more about the city 
and its festival where we live, it was all knowledge and it  
was a wonderful time. We cannot wait to go on more socials 
and have more fun. After all, fun is the language of 
Clubhouse! 
- Nik H.  

H o r s i n ’ Around:  Rec e nt  So c i a l s  
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Eric and Ann Fink are the first 
married couple to join Lexington 
House since it was established. 
They have been married for six 
years. According to Eric and Ann, 
it is interesting currently being the 
only married couple at Lexington 
House as they are the only ones 
who can sit together due to the 
social distancing guidelines that 
are still in effect at the time of 
writing this article. Eric and Ann 
were approached to do a joint 
spotlight article so at this point 
Ann will tell you about herself: 
My name is Ann Fink and I have 
been attending Lexington House 
since mid-March.  When I was 
growing up, I suffered some 
trauma that led me to feel 
depressed and now I have PTSD.  
Since 2016, I have been dealing 
with Absence Seizures. I applied 
for disability and was denied, 
numerous times, despite having 
an attorney pleading my case.  
Now that I have seizures, it 
contributes more to my 
depression, and it is frustrating 
that I cannot provide  income to 
help my family. My therapist 
mentioned Lexington House and I 
thought I would come and check it 
out. Lexington House impressed 
me because each member gets 
involved with what is going on in 
the day-to-day tasks. Before 
coming to the Lexington House, I 
was feeling very depressed and 
played video games nearly 12 
hours a day. Since coming to the 
Lexington House, I have been 
feeling  better. I still struggle with 
depression but on the days that I 
can come to Lexington House, I 
feel better. I am now only playing 

video games around five hours a 
day, instead of 12. Currently I am 
also enrolled as a part-time 
student studying Graphic Design 
and Media Arts and will hopefully 
complete a Bachelor’s in this field 
in 2023. I have many interests 
which include watching movies, 
playing video games, board 
games, spending time with my 
husband and daughter.  My 
favorite foods are enchiladas. My 
favorite TV show is Wandavision, 
my favorite movie is The Little 
Mermaid, and my favorite book is 
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, by 
Roald Dahl. At this point Eric will 
share some things about himself: 
My name is Eric Fink and I have 

recently joined the Lexington 
Clubhouse. Some interests I have 
include talking about life, culture, 
food, and the forbidden topics: 
politics and religion. My current 
profession is an online ESL teacher 
for some companies in China but 
due to over hiring by the 
companies, I am currently seeking 
employment. My favorite food is 
kimchi. My favorite book is Jesus 
Deliver Us by Willard Swartley. 
My favorite TV shows are Kyle XY 
and The Simpsons. Finally, my 
favorite movie is Star Wars Episode 

III: Revenge of the Sith. There were 
several traumatic events that 
happened in my childhood, and 
on top of that, a good chunk of my 
childhood and adolescent years 
was spent in different foster 
homes and group homes. Entering 
my adult years, I suffered from 
depression. In 2014, I was 
diagnosed with extreme 
depression, bipolar, and PTSD. 
Since COVID started in 2020, my 
depression levels have 
skyrocketed, and I have had many 
thoughts about ending my life. I 
think this has been due to not 
being able to do many things that I 
would normally do when I feel 
depressed. I am an extreme 
extrovert and one of the ways I 
cope with things, when feeling 
depressed, is to attend activities 
where there are large numbers of 
people. Examples of this include 
going to restaurants, fast food 
places, and coffee shops. I decided 
to check out Lexington House 
after my wife had attended it a 
few times. What I liked about 
Lexington House is that it is a 
place I can go and hang out 
despite COVID. I need to be 
around people, as it really boosts 
my spirits. Right away I was asked 
about tasks and things I could do 
for Lexington House immediately. 
These included hosting meetings, 
making Excel spreadsheets, and 
managing the Café. My mood and 
depression are a lot better on the 
days I can come to the Clubhouse, 
and I have been having less 
suicidal thoughts. 
 
 
- Eric F. & Ann F. 

Co l l eague  Spo t l i gh t :  E r i c  F .  &  Ann  F .  
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For the past several months, 
Lexington House has hosted a 
trivia competition with the 
Clubhouses of our state 
coalition. Of our five rounds, 
Circle City Clubhouse in 
Indianapolis won one, and 
Carriage House in Fort Wayne 
tied with Lexington House for 
two wins. It would have been a 
shame to leave this unresolved, 
so our two communities went 
head-to-head on June 6th for a 
big tiebreaker.  

We were confronted with many 
difficult questions this round, 
and both Clubhouses were able 
to come up with some obscure 
or tricky answers. The 
competition remained white-
knuckle until the end – our 
scores were just close enough 

during 
the final 
question 
that it 
could 
have been 
anyone’s 
game. 

Ultimately, Lexington House 
emerged victorious, although 
Carriage House put up an 
admirable fight.  

Andy Wilson, director of 
Carriage House, failed to show 
up despite our friendly threat to 
confiscate his lunch money if he 
did not show. Lexington House 
came to a consensus that we 
would have won with or 
without Andy’s participation, 
and that we still plan to collect 
on lunch money when 
Lexington House is able to visit 
Carriage House in-person.  

While Lexington House is still 
high on the intoxicating fumes 
of victory, winning was never 
the most important aspect of 
our trivia competitions. We 
began this adventure at a time 
when physical isolation was the 
norm, forcing many 
Clubhouses to adapt to various 
forms of online communication. 
The iron was hot, and we struck 
hard. Becoming accustomed to 
regular inter-Clubhouse virtual 
communication as a habit rather 

than a very occasional activity 
has already helped bring our 
state coalition closer together. 
While Clubhouse Indiana was 
quick to establish more regular 
virtual communication when 
the pandemic hit, the critical 
niche this trivia competition 
filled was providing the 
opportunity to form social 
relationships with colleagues 
from other Clubhouses. In other 
words – we all needed a little 
fun in our lives, and what better 
way to do that than by making 
valuable connections that will 
help our organizations grow 
stronger in the future?  

We are currently in the process 
of planning our next set of 
virtual trivia competitions, so 
stay tuned! We may open this 
up to Clubhouses outside of the 
state if we see an outpouring of 
interest, and if your community 
believes they are ready to take 
us on, don’t hesitate to let us 
know! 
 

- Andrew B. 

Tr iv ia  Showdown With Carr iage House  

Lexington House is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization. This means 
Lexington House has tax-exempt status. This comes with many 
benefits, such as not having a sales tax on purchases. Many 
companies offer special deals for non-profits. For example, 
Lexington House recently received approval from Microsoft Corp. 
to receive 365 Business Premium for free. The cost of this is picked 
up and covered by Techsoup. We will no longer have to pay for 
Office, OneDrive and other Microsoft benefits. Thanks, Techsoup 
and Microsoft!         - Jennifer S. 

Benefits of Being a Non-Profit 
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Starting Memorial Day until Labor Day this summer, 
Lexington House has embarked on a challenge to see 
how many parks we can visit in Elkhart County. 
Currently there are 35 parks in the county of Elkhart. 
Lexington House has decided to make a weekly activity 
of visiting one park a week on Wednesdays, weather 
permitting. Lexington House Colleagues will leave for 
the weekly park walks immediately after Lexington 
House closes on Wednesday afternoon.  

Lexington House received a donation of 30 pedometers from the Elkhart County Health 
Department. When Lexington House meets for the weekly park walk, each member will track their 
steps on the pedometers, then Lexington House will combine the totals and keep track of how 
many steps each colleague walks on the weekly trips.  

The first park that Lexington House visited was Nibco Park on July 16th. The group met at the Ice 
rink area, and began walking around the path that goes around the river and back to the ice rink. 
The weather was warm, and the sun was out; a beautiful day to begin the first park walk. The 
group walked 13,119 steps combined among all colleagues. At the time of writing this article, 
Lexington House has decided to do the next weekly park walk at Cobus Creek on June 23rd.  

It should be noted that before Lexington House decided to do the weekly park walks on 
Wednesdays, Lexington House visited two parks, but did not track the steps. The parks were social 
activities. The first park was Oxbow Park, where Lexington House had a cookout on Memorial 
Day on May 30th. The second park Lexington House visited was on June 12th at Island Park, which 
was during the Rhapsody Festival.  

Determining which parks to visit will be done on Tuesdays at Lexington House for the following 
week. The decision will be made during the weekly social meeting which Lexington House does at 
around 1 pm on Tuesdays.          - Eric F. 

Weekly  Walks in  the  Parks  

On Monday May 31st, Memorial Day was 
observed. Lexington House celebrated 
Memorial Day by hosting a cookout at Oxbow 
Park. Cora Dale House was invited and there 
was a great turnout. The two Clubhouses 
socialized with each other and played games. 
Tara and Ben managed the grill, cooking hot 
dogs, brats, and hamburgers. Everyone chipped 
in and brought sides such as chips, mustard 
potato salad, etc. The weather was nice, and it 
was a perfect day for an outdoor event. It was 
fun getting the chance to get together with Cora 
Dale House.                               - Tati H. & Leah G. 

On June 7th, we had a virtual exchange with 
New Beginnings in Merrillville, IN. Although 
not technically a new program, they face many 
of the same kinds of challenges that we do as a 
new Clubhouse. We covered a lot of ground, 
and it was great to meet more fellow colleagues! 

Proudly displayed to 
the left is a draft of their 
new logo, which they 
labored over for several 
months. Way to go 
guys!    
                    - Andrew B. 

Memor i a l  Day  Ce l eb ra t i on  New Beg inn ings  Exchange  


